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SPINNING CHARACTERISTICS OF WINGS

I—RECTANGULAR CLARK Y MONOPLANE WING
By M. J. BAMBEE and C: H. ZIMMERMAN

SUMMARY

A am-m oj wind-tunrwltests of a rectangular Clark Y
wing wm made with the N. A. C. A. spinning baiiuace
as part oj a genmal program oj rmearch on airplane
spinning. AU ti components oj the modynumic jorce
and manwntwere meamred throughoutthe range oj angles
oj attack, angltx oj sid.idip, and valu.a oj !Jb/W likely
to be attained by a spinning airplane; the results were
reduced to coe#icientjorm.

The latter part oj the report contains an analyti
iUu.stratingthe applicufion oj duta jrom the spinning
bal.unceto an @timation oj the angb oj &lip nece8-
sa~ jor spinning equilibrium at any angle oj attack.
The analy8i3 aho shows”the amount oj yawing monwnt
thut must be supplied by the juduge, tail, and inter-
ference efiects in a 8teudyspin. The e@i8 oj variation
oj such jactors as mu+wdhtribution, attitude, wing
badings, etc., upon the likelihood oj a monoplane with
a rectan&r Clark Y wing attaining a steady spin a-s
reveabd by the analyti are comn”deredin the di.scu.sti.

It ix concluded that a conventimudmonoplune w“th a
rectangularClark Y wing cun be madeto attain spinning
eqdibriurn throughout a wide range oj angl~ oj attack
bui that provision oj a yawing-moment coejici.ent oj
–0.02 (i. e. againd the spin) by the tail, jwelage, and
interjeremxs w“Uinsure agakt attainmentoj equilibrium
in a steady spin.

INTRODUCTION

Estimations of the probability of an airplane’s
attaining a steady spin and also of the ease and
quickness of recovery can be made when the airplane
is being designed only if data on the aerodynamic
characteristics of the component parts, together with
interference effects, are available for all spinning atti-
tudes and conditions within the possible range. The
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics has
undertaken an extensive program of research using the
spinning balance to obtain such data for a number of
wings and wing combinations. As rapidly as con-

ditions permit the tests will be extended to cover tail
and fuselage combinations and interference effects.

The first part of this report presents the aerody-
namic characteristics of a rectangular Clark Y mono-
plane wing, which was the first wing tested on the
spinning balance, throughout the ranges of angle of
attack, angle of sideslip, and Qb/2Vlikely to be attained
in steady spins by an airplane of conventional type.
In the second part of the report the data are analyzed .
to”show the side-slipat the center of gravi~ and the
yawing-moment coefficient necessary from parts of
the airplane other than the wing for equilibrium in
spins at various angles of attack for various loadings,
mass distributions, and values of the pitching-moment
coeilicient.

The analysis illustrates the use of a method of esti-
mating the effects of the wing characteristics upon the
conditions necessary for steady spinning equilibrium.
When sticient data are available on the aerodynamic
charactm-ktics of various combinations of tails and
fuselages throughout the spinning range,’ the method
can be used to calculate actual spinning attitudes for
speciiic combinations and, if extended, to estimate the
time necessary for recove~ from those attitudes with
speciiic control movements. The method of analysis
is similar to that developed by British investigators
(reference 1) but differs from it in detail because of
differences in the form of the available data.

AERODYNAMIC DATA

APPARATUS AND MODEL

Aerodynamic forces and moments in the various
spinning attitudes were measured with the spinning
balance (reference 2) in the N. A. C. A. 5-foot vertical
wind tunnel (reference 3).

The Clark Y wing model is rectangular, 5 inches by
30 inches, with square tips. It is made of laminated
mahogany and cut out at the center for a ball-clamp
attachment to the balance. The model is shown in
place on the spinning balance in figure 1.
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FIQUM L—Themt8xi@u ClarkY fig mmmteion the spinnhg imlnnmin the verticalwindtunnel.



BPmNING

TE9TS

CHARACEHXtISTICS

All six components of the aerodynamic force and
moment exert;d on the model wer~ measured at 5°
intervals of angle of attack (measured”at the plane of
symmetry) from 25° to 70°.” Because of the spread of
the data, from 5 to 10 tests were made and the results
averaged for each test condition at angles of attack of
30°, 40°, 50°, and 65°. At each angle of attack the
model was tested with —10°, —5°, 0°, 5°, and 10°
sidealip. At each angle of sideslip ~ for each angle of
attack, tests were made with values of Qb/2V of 0.25,
0.50, 0.75, and 1.00. All tests were made with the
quarter-chord point of the 10WWsurface of the wing at
zero radius.

The air speed for values of Qb/2V of 0.25 and 0.50
was 66 feet per second. With Qb/2Vequal to 0.75 and
to 1.00 the air speeds were 60 and 45 feet per second,
respectively. These speeds cover a range of values of
Reynolds Number from 106,000 to 153,000. Early
tests on the spinning balance indicated little scale
effect within this range (reference 2).

SYMBOE3

The symbols used in the paper are listed here for
ready reference.
% Angle of attack at center of gravity.

~=sin-’ & Angle of sidcslip at the center of gravi@.

v,

0,

i-l,

b,
s,
q=$ p-w,

Y,

z,

L,

iwj

N,

Resultant linear velocity of the center of
gravity.

Linear velocity along the Y airplane
axis, positive when the airplane is
sideslipping to the right.

Resultant angular velocity, radians per
second.

Span of wing.
Area of wing.
Dynw”c pressure.
Air density, slug/cu. ft.
Longitudinal force acting along the X

airplane axis, positive forward.
Lateral force acting along the Y airplane

axis, positive to the right.
Normal force acting along the Z airplane

rmis,positive dowmmxd.
Rolling moment acting about the X air-

plane axis, positive when it tends to
lower the right wing.

Pitching moment acting about the Y air-
plane axis, positive when it tends to
incre~e the angle of attack.

Yawing moment acting about the Z air-
plane axis, positive when it tends to
turn the airplane to the right. ~

Forces and moments with double primes (e. g., X“)
are in the ground system of axes where Z“ is positive

●
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downward ~nd X“ is along the radius
positive toward the center of the spin.

Coefficients of forces are obtained by
force by @’.

Coefficients of moments are obtained
the moment bv qb~.
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of the spin,

dividing the

by dividing

m

Jl=pS%’
m= W/g,
kx,ky,kz,

b’

Relativ~ density of airplane to air. Under
standard conditions, p=13.1 W/Sb.

Maas.
Radii of gyration of the airplane about the

X, Y, and Z airplane axes, respectively.
W P Pitc&ng-moment ineitia pa&n-

k~=g(C–A)’ eter.
kz’–k.’ C–B Rolling-moment and ynwi.ng-mo-
~=~A’ ment inertia parameter.
A=mkx’, Moment of inertia about the Xairplane axis.
B=mkyz, Moment of inertia about the Yairpkme axis.
C=mkz’, Moment of inertia about the Z airplane asis.

RE4ULTS

Results of the measurements have been reduced to
the following coefficient forms, which are standard
with the exception of that for pitching moment, for
which the coefficient is based on the span rather than
on the chord:

C?==$ Cy=$ Cz=g

c,=g~cm==cn=~gbS qbS

Pitching-moment coefficients can be referred to the
chord of the wing by multiplying the values &en by 6.
All values are given in terms of right spins.

The values of the coefficients for body axes are
plotted against angle of attack in iigures 2 to 7. The
coefficients for ground axw (assuming the spin asis as
the Z“ axis positive downward in flight) are plotted
against angle of attack in iigures 8 to 13.

Variations of C,, Cm,and Cmwith /3and !2b/2Vare
plotted for typical cases in figures 14 to 16.

The data given in the faired curvw of @ures 2 to 7
are believed to be correct for the model under the
conditions of test within the following limits:

Cx,ko.ol C,,+O.002
Cy,+-o.ol C7m,iEo.oo5
c..,&o.o4 c=,&o.oo2

No correctionshave been made for tunnel-wall,”block-
ing, or scale effects.

DISCUSSION

Although values of the coefficients have been in-
cluded for ground axes, in order to avoid confusion this
discussion will be confined to the coefficients based on
body axes.

longitudinal-force coefilcient Cx.—Thelongitudinal-
force coefficient was small throughout the range. k
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general, values were negative at low angles of attack
cud positive at high angles. Changes with sideslip
were small and irregular.

Lateral-foroe ooefflcient Cr.—The lateral-force co-
efficient was very small, never greater than 0.05 in
absolute value, and no decided trends were indicated.

Normal-force coefficient Cs.—The normal-force vec-
tor was nearly the same as the resultan&force veotor
throughout the tests. It increased in magnitude with
angle of attack except at the higher values of $2b/2V
between the angles of 55° and 70°. The change with
Qb/2V was quite marked. The highest value of the
coefficient reached was 2.17 at a=55° with Qb/2V=l.00.
This value is 43 percent greater than that predicted
by the strip method, assuming a rectangular distribu-

-J%

of Qb/2Vof 0.75 and 1.00, the change of rolling-moment
coefficient with change in sidealip was the stune as at
the lower rate9 of rotation at intermediate anglc9 of
attack but changed sign at eaoh end of the angle-of-
attack range. lacreasing the -value of Qb/2V resulted
in larger negative values of 01 throughout the range
of the tests, the effect being more pronounced at low
angles of attack than at high angles.

Pitching-moment coefficient Om.—The pitching-
moment coefficient became more negative with increase
in angle of attack at all values of B and Qb/2V. The
curvw are similar to those of Cz. Pitohing-moment
coefficient changed irregularly with sideslip. In gen-
eral, the chaqps were small and revealed no distinct
trends. At 30° angle of attack no definite trend of
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tion. The normal force changed considerably with
sideslip, particularly at the higher values of $lb/2V.
In general, there vw but small change with outward
(negative) sideslip but deiinite decrease in value with
inward siddip.

Rolling-moment coefficient Cl.—The rolling-moment
coefficient changed but slightly with angle of attack at
low vcdues of $2b/2V. At values of Qb/2Vgreater than
0,50 the deoreasein moment opposing the rotation with
increasein angle of attack was quite marked. Sidealip
had a pronounced effect upon the rolling-moment co-
efficient. With Qb/2V=0.25, the coefficient beoame
more positive with change of sideslip from inward to
outward at all angles of attack. The same was true.
with Qb/2V=0.60 except at an angle of attack of 25°,
where the change was slight and indefinite. At valuea ,

change of (7. with Qb/2V was indicated. At higher
angles of attack C. became more nqgative with @crease
in Qb/2v.

Yawing-moment coefficient Cn.—Vahms of yawing-
moment coefficient wore small throughout the range
covered by the tests, the maximum value being 0.022
with a=25°, /3=0°, and Qb/2V=l.00. There was a
general tendency for 0. to decrease with increase in
angle of attack, although individual Gun-eshad positive
slopes at some angles of attaok. Changea of Cmwith
siddip were small and irreggar and did not reveal any
definite trends. Yawing-moment coefficient curves
revealed a general tendency for the coefficient to in-
crease with increase of L?b/2V, although individual
cties had negative slopes over part of the Qb/2Vrange.
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ANALYSIS OF SPINNING CHARACI’ERISTICS

FORMULAS FOR COMPUTATION OF SPRWING EQUILIBRIUM OF
AIRPL_

The following formulas were obtained from exact
equations for equilibrium in a steady spin by a series
of approximations. (See Appendix.) Comparison of
values of Cl for equilibrium estimated by this method
with values obtained from flight results (references 4
and 5) shows the results to fall well within the experi-
mental accuracy of the aerodynamic data for ordinary
values of sideslip. For values of side&p of 10° inw-
ard or 15° outward the results may be in error by
as much as 10 percent, the estimated values being
less in absolute maggtude than the true values.
From a practical standpoint even this amount of
discrepancy is insignMcant, the only effect being a
slightly erroneous estimation of the amount of side-
slip nece.wary for equilibrium and a small error in
estimating the gyroscopic yaw&moment coefficient.

The formulas are:

(2)

(3)

13.lW
where ~= ~~ Under standard conditions, p= ~

(reference”6).

RANGE OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLES USW IN COBIPUTATIONS

Estimations were made of the spinning equilibrium
from 30° to 70° angle of attack and from –10° to
10° angle of sideslip for a representative case with
the following assumed characteristics:

Slope of pitching-moment curve, ~=0.0020

Lift coefficient, CL= CX”

Relative density of airplane to air, P=5.O
Pitching-moment inertia parametm,

&v’go
Rolling-moment and yawing-moment inertia param-
eter,

and for 15 additional cases determined by changing
the variables one at a time from this mean. These
conditions are summarized in table I.

TABLE I
CONDITIONS USED AS BASIS OF SPINNING

ESTIMATIONS

– c.
a

0:cm:
.CnM
.m
:%%/
.m
.alm
.cozo
.mm
:E
.Wm
.W20
.mnl
.Wm

CL

(w’
cd’
w’
C*’
cd’

O.wx”
1.::<,

Cx”
cd’
cd’
cd’
cd’
Cti’
cd’
Cx”

&o
LO
6.0
ho
.k~
5.0
l.b

11:
.5.0
5.0
ho
&o
ho
6.0

&

so
so
so
80

%
so
so
so
W
L?4

%’
.93.
so
so

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

t;
1.0
L o
1,0
1.0
1.0
;;j

::

The variations in relative density u (reference 6)-..
include the range of conventional airplanes, JI=2.5 cor-
responding to a wing loding of 6 pounds per square
foot and a span of 31.2 feet and p= 10 corresponding
to a wing loading of 20 with a span of 26.1 feet, under
standard- conditions.

Variations in the parameters

cover the range given in reference 7 for
These parameters may be rewritten as

11 nirphums.

~d C–B
g(C–A) .- respectively,

~, the moment of inertia about the A’where A= mkx
axis.

B=mk#, the moment of inertia about tho Y.

C=mkz’l th~%oment of inertia about the Z
axis.

METHOD OF AIUUVING AT CONDITIONS FOR SPINNINQ
EQUILIBRIUM

The values of angle of sideslip rmd of mrodynrnnic
yawing-moment coefficient that must be contributed
by parts of the airplane other than the wing wero
sstimated by the following method:

The value of Qb/2VWM computed with the appro-

~riate VSkS of c~j p, and kzz~kxz~using equation (1)

[or anglex of attack of 30°,40°, 50°, 60°, and 70°.
The aerodynamic rolling-moment coefficient neces-

3ary for equilibrium was computed from equation (2),

usingappropriate values of CL, kz=—k~= kz~–kY~
bdkzz—kxz’ kzl_kx2’ ~~

md C~ for angles of sideslip of —“10°,—6°, ~, 5°~rmd
10° at angles of attack of 30°, 40°, 60°, 60°, and 70°.
l%e value of CLwas obtained from the test data for
tie appropriate valuea of a, P, and Qb/2V. The value
]f Cmwas assumednot to change with sideslip. Values
)f Cl so computed were plotted against angle of sideslip.
(See @s. 17 and 18.)
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Aerodynamic values of C, were determined for the
values of flb/2V computed from equation (1) at the
~ppropriate values of a and p by adding to the value
given by the wing on the spinning balance an arbitrwy
censtant amount ACl=O.02, for reasons given in the
discussion. These values of C, were also plotted in
figures 17 rmd 18. The points at which curves for
the same angle of attack intersect represent conditions
of equilibrium of all forces and moments except yawing
moment. A smooth curve was drawn comecting such
points.

Vrdues of C. necessary to balance the gyroscopic
yawing moment were calculated from equation (3) for
the values of Cl on the curve of equilibrium of rolling
moments and were plotted against angle of attack.
The values of C. for the appropriate conditions of a, ~,
and i2b/2V fkom the bats of the Clark Y wing were
incrensed by AC.=0.006 and plotted against a on the
same charts. The &~ebraic d.iflerence betweau the
two curves of C. already plotted was then plotted and
represents the value of Cmthat must be supplied by
fuselage, empennage, interference effects, etc., to give
equilibrium in a steady spin at the given angle of attack.

o
RESULTS OF COMPU’l?ATIONS

Sample charts illustrat@ the method of estimating
the value of Cl and of sideslip for rolling-moment
equilibrium at any angle of attack and giving the
variation of sideslip with angle of attack for those
particular cases, are given in iigures 17 and 18. Sam-
ple vmiat.ions of C, with angle of attack are also
show-u. .

The variations of sideslipnecessary for equilibrium in

rmglesof attack of 30°,40°,50°,60°, and 70° are plotted
in fiagma 19 to 23, inclusive. In these figures, as
elsewhere in the report, negative aidwlip is outward
sideslip.

Values of aerodynamic yawing-moment coefficient
which must be supp,hedby parts of the airplane other
than the wings are plotted against the independent
variables for rmglmof attack of 30°, 40°, 50°, 60°, and
70° in figures 24 to 28, inclusive. A negative value
indicates that the moment supplied must oppose the
rotation.

DISCUSSION

Purpose of including computations.-The cemputed
values of sideslip and of yawing-moment coefficient for
spinning equilibrium with a rectanagdar Clark Y wing
are included as a basis for discussion of the meaning
of the aerodynamic characteristics of the wing in terms
of spinning characteristics. They also illustrate a
comparatively simple and direct method of estimating
the spinning characteristicsof an airplanefor which the.
inertia and’ aerodynamic characteristics are known or
have been a%imatad.

Validity of assumptions,-The degree of npprcxi-
mation of the ccmputed results caused by the approx-
imations in the formulas has been discussed in the
section giving the formulae. The approximations have
no signi6csmt effect upon the points comidered in the
present discussion.

When miking the computations, (?= was assumed to
vary linearly with angle of attack and was not corrected
for the effect of Q6/2V or & Such an assumption is
legitimate for purposes of this discussion but should
not be taken as other than very roughly representative
of the caae of an actual airplane.
- It was assumed that no aerodynamic rolling moment
is supplied by parts other than the wing or by inter-
ference effects. As a matter of fact, there will bo
rolling-moment contributions from the fuselage, hori-
zontal and vertical tail surfaces, wheels, etc., but these
will all be small in comparison with the wing rolhg
moment and will make but very minor changes in the
@imated angle of sideslip.

When making the corrections in C, and 0., it was
assumed that consistent differences that had been
found between model and full-scale values (reference 8)
were due to scale effects upon the wings. This as-
sumption is probably correct for Cl but is not neces-
sarily so for Cm)since the aerodynamic yawing moment
horn other parts of the airplane is of the same order of
magnitude as that from the wings.

The values of ACI and AC*of 0.02 and 0.006, respec-
tively, were chosen after consideration of the differences
betweenmodel and full-scale data for tests in 7 diflerent
~pinning conditions for an I?4B-2 airplane and 2 dif-
[erent conditions for an NY-1 airplane. There is not
;nflicient experimental evidence to warrant placing ,
implicit trust in the quantitative values of these cor-
rections; but that corrections must be applied of the
]ame order of magnitude seems beyond doubt, par-
ticularly in view of the fact that British investigators
vorbng under different conditions have found similar
discrepancies between full-scale and model results
[references 9 and 10).

Typical examples.—Typical cases showing the na-
;ure of the variations of Cl, & and Cmwith angle of
ittack are given. The first case (fig. 17) represents
;he mean condition assumed for the calculations and
correspondsto A=B with average values of Cm,~, and

&
—. The second case (fig. 18) corresponds tc the:Z’–kx’

ame vahms of Cm,y, and&i with A>B.

In both the illustrative cases, 01 varies from a small
~ositivevalue at 30° angle of attack to a large negative
due at 70°. All the curves of rolling moment
equilibriumwere similar. Positive values of 0, indicate
,hat the outer wing tip is above the inner tip.

In all but one case the angle of sideslip necessary
‘or equilibrium varied from a small value, either
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inward or outward (positive or negative, respectively,
for a right spin as here shown), at low angles of attack
to a fairly large value outward at intermediate and
high angles. The one e~ception was the case of a
lightly loaded airplane (Y=2.5) for which an outward
sideslip of approximately 10° was required throughout
the angle+f-attack range.

The variations of C. with angle of attack shown in
figures17 and 18 are typical of all the computed values.
The case shown in @e 17 represents the condition
when A=B and the inertia moment is therefore zero.
Figure 18 illustrates the nature of the variation of the
aerodynamic moment necessary to balance the inertia

)moment for a case when A>B (~z~f~~>l “ The
.- —

values of 0, that must be supplied by the fuselage,
empennage, and interference effects are in most cases
negative and of the order of —0.01 at angles of attack
of 30° and 40°, becoming less negative and in some
cases slightly positive, at the higher angles.

Effect of variation of pitching-moment ooefflcient
Om.—Increrwing the pitching-moment coefficient in
the negative sense at any angle of attack increases the
wdue of Qb/2Vnecessary for equilibrium of pitching-
moment coefficients and affects both tho aerodynamic
characteristics and the inertia rolling and yawing
moments. & a result (see fig. 19) the amount of
outward sideslip necessary for equilibrium of rolling
moments increases as Cmis made more negative at
any angle of attack. There was little change in the
yawing-moment coefficient required for equilibrium
(fig. 24) and no marked trend was revealed.

The net results of changing C. will depend on the
static stability in yaw (slope of curve of yawing mo-
ment against sideslip) of the airplane with respect to
body axes at the angle of attack under consideration
nnd upon the distance of the damping surfaces of the
fuselage and empennage from the center of gravity.
If it be assumed that the value of C. from all parts
other than the wing can be separated into one part
due to the sideslip at the center of gravity and into
rmotherpart due to the rotation, it can be shown that
theoretically the yawing-moment coe5cient due to
sideslip varies linearly with sidedip and that the mo-
ment coefficient opposing the spin supplied by the
damping surfacw increases approximately linearly
with increase of $2b/2V. Such a treatment is valid for
stability computations where small rates of rotation
and small angles of sideslip are involved. The concept
is valuable in considering the effect upon yawing-
moment equilibrium in spins; but, because of the high
rates of rotation and large anglm of sideslip involved
together with the accompanying interference effects,
it is doubtful if very satisfactory results can be obtained
from Q quantitative analysis. On a qualitative basis
it appeara that increas@j Cwin the”negative sense will
reduce the likelihood of attaining equilibrium in a spin

if the airplane is statically stable in yaw because of the
necesssxy increase in !Jb/2V and in outward sideslip,
If the machine is unstable in yaw, the effect of attaining
equilibrium depends on the relative magnitudes of the
stability and the damping factors.

Effect of variation of relative density p.—The
smallest value of y used in the analysis, corresponding
to a wing loading of 6 pounds per square foot and a
span of 31 feet, gave an indication of the necessity for
very large values of outward sideslip for rolling
equilibrium at all angles of attack. Increasing p de-
creased the amount of outward sideslip very markedly,
particularly at the lower angles of attack. It there-
fore appears that the airplane will spin with less out-
ward sidedip when heavily loaded or at high altitudes
than when lightly loaded or at low altitudw.

Increasing P gave a general indication of decrease
in the possibility of attaining yawing-moment equilib-
rium. The rate of change was generally small, although
a large change was noted between p=2.5 and p=5.O
when a was 700.

The net effect of increasing ~ on the probability of
attaining spinning equilibrium will depend on the static
stability in yaw and upon the distance of damping
elements from the center of gravity, as was pobted out
in the discussion of the effact of pitching-moment
equilibrium. As will be seen from equation (l), in-
creasing p decreases !Jb/2Vand hence that portion of
the yawing-moment coefficient due to rotation that
always opposes the rotation. If the airplane is
statically stable in yaw, increasing p will tend to make
easierthe attainment of yawing-moment equilibriumby
decreasing the moment opposing the spin because of
the outward sideslip. The change in value of C. neces-
sary with increase of p will also affect the result. In
generaI, it is probable that increasing jLwill increase
the possibili@ of attaining spinning equilibrium.

lMect of changing CL.—There were no changes
worthy of note with change in &

Effect of changing pitching-momentinertia parameter
b’

kzz—kxt.—Increasing this parameter while keeping

kz’—k.z
m constant is equivalent to decreasing both A

and C with respect to Wb2. Such a change results in
the necessity for increased amounts of outward side-
slip at all angles of attack. The effect on yawing-
moment coefficient req~ed for balance was slight,
although there was a general tendency toward increase
of likelihood of attaining equilibrium except at 60°
angle of attack.

The net effect of changes in k ~~kx, upon the pos-
2

sibility of attaining spinning equilibrium is similar to
that of changes in C. since increasing the parameter
also increases the value of f2bJ2V.

7104e-3G17
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EfFeotof ohanging the roIli.ng-moment and yawing-
kzz-k.z kz’—kxz

moment inertiap~fimder )’z2_k=2-m8n k#_k=2=

1, B=A and the gyrosccpic yawing moment is zero.
(See equation (3).) Increasing the parameter without

b’
changing &_ kx~ is equivalent to decreasing B or to

decreasing the maw distribution along the longitudinal
asis with respect to that along the lateral axis. Such
a change resulted in the requirement of slightly more
outward sidedip for equilibrium at low angles of attack
and 1sss outward sideslip at high anglH of attack.
Increasing this parameter also rea.dted in an increase
in the probabfity of attaining yawing-moment equilib-
rium at low angles of attack and a decrease in the pos-
sibility of attaining that equilibrium at high angles of
attack. This effect is largely due to the change in the
gyroscopic yawing-moment coefficient.

k z—kr~
Since changes in k~,_&, do not affect flb/2V the

net effect upon the possibti@ of attaining spinning
equilibrium will depend upon the effect on sidcdip and
the effect on C* required for equilibrium. If the air-
plane is statically stable in yaw, increasing the ratio
will produce counteracting effects. If the airplane is
statically unstable in yaw, the effects will be additive,
making very much more likely the attainment of
equilibrium at low angles of attack and very much less
likely the attainment of equilibrium at high angles.

Effect of ACj and AC. on the computed results.—
The discussion of the effect upon the likelihood of
securing spinning equilibrium has been confined to
cases for which the values for Cl and C=obtained from
model tests have been changed by ACt=O.02 and
AC.=0.006, rwpectively. If the value of Cl obtained
from model tests had been used directly, 2.5° to 7.5°
more outward sideslip than shown in figures 17 to 28
would have been needed for equilibrium of rolling
moments.

As sideslip has but small influence upon the aero-
dynamic value of Cm,the effect of omitting Ac, upon
the value of Cs necessary for equilibrium would have

“kzz—kr2
been small for the caseswith the parameter ~= 1.

Had this ratio been other than 1, the effect would have
been to give the curves of C. required at low angles of

attack the same slope as those in the prwent analysis
at high angles of attack, and to show an even less possi-
bility of obtaining equilibrium in high-angle-of-attack
spins with increase of the ratio.

Adding AC%=0.006 to the measured values had no
other effect than to add —0.006 ti the value of Us
required of the fuselage, empennage, and interference
effects for equilibrium of yawing moments.

It is apparent that, if the foregoing corrections rep-
resent the true differences between model and full-scule
results, models can be expected to spin with about 6°
more outward sideslip than the full-scale airpkme ond
to be not so likely to attain steady spinning equilibrium
at a given angle of attack if statically stable in yaw,
The evidence is insufficient, however, to substantiate
fully a conclusion to that effect.

CONCLUSIONS

If it be assumed that the corrections applied ore of
the right order of magnitude, the following conclusions
are indicated by the analysis presented for a conven-
tional monoplane with a rectangular Clark Y wing:

1. The value of the yawing-moment coefficient re-
quired from the fuselage, tail, and interference eflects
for steady spinning equilibrium is small throughout tho
angle-of-attack range investigrdad. It appenrs that
the spinning uttitude of such an airplane will depend
very greatly upon details of arrangement of the fuselngo
and ti.

2. The mafium y~wing-moment coefficient that
must be supplied by parts other than the wing to in-
sure recovery from steady spinning equilibrium is
C.=–O.02.

Q

3. Increasing the stdic stability in yaw (making
more negative the slope of curve of yawing moment
a@.nst sideslip) about body mes at spinning angles of
attack will decrease the possibili~ of attiining equi-
librium of yawing moments at angles of att~ck greater
than 40° and hence will tend to prevent flat spins.

LmGLEY MEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMWTTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,

LANGLEY l?IELD, VA., November21,1934.



APPENDIX

~ EQUATIONS FOR USE IN COMPUTING STEADY
SPINNING EQUILIBRIUM

Derivation.-If it be assumed that the cross-wind
force in n steady spin without sideslip is zero, the
equations of balance of forces read,

~pV2SCDcos U+~pV2SC&sin p’=mg (5)

+V2S(?DsinU=;PV2SCL8in # COS$0’ (6)

whore
*’,

9’1

R is the radius of the spin,
the angle between the projection of the lift

vector upon a horizoin%l plane and the spin
radius.

the angle between the horizontal and the lift
vector.

and u, the rmgle between the flight path and the
vertical.

The, foregoing equations of balance of forc~ are true
regardlessof sidealipif the cross-wind force is such that

CC=– CRsin cos-’ (cos’ a+sin’ a cos /3)

1 cos a+9i112a C09 ~)=SiIl (3Sin a (appm~.)sin COS- ( ‘

It can be shown that p’ is the tan-’ (tan u sin 4’).
Both u and # me generally small and ~’ must neces-
smily be quite small so that sin p’ maybe considered O
and cos p’ taken equal to 1.

Also, since

cmd

(7)

(8)

$v’sc. COS#’=mfFR (9]

(lo)

I?rom the necessity for balance of the gyroscopic and
aerodynamic pitching moments,

~pVWbC.= (A–C)pr

=(A–C)@ cos a sin a cm’(u+~) (approx.) (12)

The angle (u+~) is approximately the angle of the Y
axis to the horizontal and is generally less than 10°
and seldom greater than 20°.

Assuming that an average value of (u+ /3) is 11’0,
COS2(U+~)=0.96 and (12) may be rewritten as

~pVWbC.=0.96Q~( A–0) & a cos a

Eliminating sin ~’ and cos ~’ from equations
(11) and substituting from equation (13),

(13)

(9) and

R= —0.96(A—C) sin a COSa CL (14)
m%2Cm~-CD2$fiC~~ 0.96(A— (?) sinacos a

Experience with actual values has shown that &e’
second term under the radical sign is negligible com-
pared with the first and therefore equation (14) may be
rewritten,

R=
—0.96(A–@ sin 2acL

?nbOm (15)

Also

1 V2S%C,=Q2sin a sin (u+~) COS(u+~) (C–B) (16) ~2P

(nearly)

and

+pVWbCs=fP cos a sin (u+P) cos (u+~) @-A) (17)

(nearly)

or for an average cwej

1 V2SbCl=0.98fP sin a sin (u+P) (C–B)9P (18)

~PV2SbC*=0.98L? cos a sin (u+p) @-A) (19)

If it be further assumed that

sin (u+@= sin U+sin /?

it follows that,

“=(c-:)c’rzz7’++=?c:o:’(20)
Letting P=&b the equations fially resulting are,

(21)

249
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+’”2(s=3-%s:’ ’22)
and

“==O1’O’”(=)
(23)

Discussion.—The foregoing equations were devel-
oped from a study of the geometry of the spin along”
the lines suggested in reference 11. They differ horn
the equations in regular use by British inves@gators
(reference 1) in the following particulars.

In the foregoing derivation, cross-wind force is as-
sumed to wiry in a speciiic manner with sides.liprather
than to be zero. The angle ~’ is eliminated by trig-
onometrical substitution rather than by-treating cos +’
as equal to 1. These differences make no essential
difference in the rewh%.

British investigators have found it necessary to ob-
tain the tott-drolling-moment coefficient when the wing
is rolling and sideslipping by adding to the rolling-
moment coefficient when rolling without rndeslip a
value of rolling-moment coefficient obtained with the
wing sidesIipping but not rolling. Their equation for
determination of the angle of sideslip for equilibrium
(reference 1) is lxed on this assumption. With the
NT.A. C. A. spinning balance the rolling-moment co-
efficient can be obtained with the wing rolling and
sidedipping. The foregoing equations were deveIoped
to Fermit of a graphical solution for angle of sideslip
using the spinning-balance data.

REOTANGUI.AR CIARK Y WTNG

The foregoing equations retain small correction
factors that arise from consideration of the cosines
of angles that may vary from 0° to 20° as having an
average value of 0.98.
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